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Homology and finiteness properties of SL2.ZŒt; t�1�/

KEVIN P KNUDSON

We show that the group H2.SL2.ZŒt; t�1�/IZ/ is not finitely generated, answering a
question mentioned by Bux and Wortman in [2].

20F05; 20F65

1 Introduction

In [2], Bux and Wortman give a geometric proof that the group SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/ is not

finitely presented (nor is it of type FP2 ). They achieve this by letting the group act
on a product of Bruhat–Tits trees. In their introduction, they point out the following
unsolved question:

Is H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/ finitely generated?

Note that finite generation of H2 of a group is strictly stronger than property FP2 . In
this note, we answer the question.

Theorem 3.1 The group H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/ is not finitely generated.

We suspect that Theorem 3.1 is true for all i � 1; that is, Hi.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/ is not

finitely generated for all i � 1. Our method of proof suggests how one might prove
this for all i � 2, but the method breaks down for i D 1. As a consequence, we would
have that SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�/ is not finitely generated, an open question also mentioned
in [2]. For n� 3, however, Suslin [9] proved that the group SLn.ZŒt; t�1�/ is finitely
generated by elementary matrices. The question of whether SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�/ is generated
by elementary matrices is open.

We note also that in a recent preprint [1], Abramenko has proved various interesting
results about nongeneration of SL2.R/ by elementary matrices for a broad class of
rings R. The techniques he uses are similar and more general than what we use below,
but do not apply to the ring RD ZŒt; t�1�.
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The main idea behind the proof of our main result is the following. Let F be a field.
The group SL2.F Œt; t

�1�/ admits an amalgamated free product decomposition

SL2.F Œt; t
�1�/Š SL2.F Œt �/��.F / SL2.F Œt �/;

�.F /D

��
a b

tc d

�
W a; b; c; d 2 F Œt �

�
where

(see eg Knudson [3]). Consider the case F DQ. Letting P D SL2.ZŒt �/\�.Q/, we
show that the group SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�/ admits an amalgamated free product decomposition

SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/D SL2.ZŒt �/�P SL2.ZŒt �/:

A portion of the homology of SL2.ZŒt �/ was calculated by the author in [4]. In particular,
it is not finitely generated in any positive degree. Similarly, the homology of SL2.F2Œt �/

is not finitely generated in any positive degree, and a consideration of the commutative
diagram of the Mayer–Vietoris sequences associated to the amalgamated free product
decompositions of SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�/ and SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�/ yields Theorem 3.1.

Acknowledgments The author thanks Kai-Uwe Bux and Kevin Wortman for valuable
comments about this manuscript. Thanks are due also to Peter Abramenko for finding an
error in a previous version and to Roger Alperin for pointing out Krstić and McCool [5].

2 Amalgamated free products

Let F be a field and consider the commutative diagram

�.F /
j1 //

j2

��

SL2.F Œt �/

i1

��
SL2.F Œt �/

i2 // SL2.F Œt; t
�1�/

where �.F / consists of those matrices in SL2.F Œt �/ that are upper triangular modulo
t , j1 and j2 are the standard inclusion maps, i1 is the inclusion, and i2W SL2.F Œt �/!

SL2.F Œt; t
�1�/ is defined by

i2.A/D

�
1 0

0 t

�
A

�
1 0

0 t�1

�
:

Using standard arguments for groups acting on trees (see eg Serre [7]), one can prove
that SL2.F Œt; t

�1�/ admits an amalgamated free product decomposition

SL2.F Œt; t
�1�/Š SL2.F Œt �/��.F / SL2.F Œt �/:
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Now consider the case F DQ and let P D SL2.ZŒt �/\�.Q/.

Proposition 2.1 There is an amalgamated free product decomposition

SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/Š SL2.ZŒt �/�P SL2.ZŒt �/:

Proof Let H be the subgroup of SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/ generated by SL2.ZŒt �/ and

i2.SL2.ZŒt �//. Note that

P D SL2.ZŒt �/\�.Q/D i2.SL2.ZŒt �//\�.Q/:

Indeed, �.Q/D SL2.QŒt �/\ i2.SL2.QŒt �//, so that

SL2.ZŒt �/\�.Q/D SL2.ZŒt �/\SL2.QŒt �/\ i2.SL2.QŒt �//

D SL2.ZŒt �/\ i2.SL2.QŒt �//

D SL2.ZŒt �/\ i2.SL2.ZŒt �//

D i2.SL2.ZŒt �//\�.Q/:

By [7, page 6], the evident map

SL2.ZŒt �/�P SL2.ZŒt �/!H

is an isomorphism. It remains to show that H D SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/, but this follows easily

from Theorem 3.4 of [1] by taking RD ZŒt �, � D t .

Remark Proposition 2.1 is true for any PID R, again by using Theorem 3.4 of [1].

3 Homology

In this section, we prove the following result.

Theorem 3.1 The group H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/ is not finitely generated.

Corollary 3.2 The group SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/ is not finitely presented.

Proof This follows because H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/ is not finitely generated.

Remark Corollary 3.2 was proved by Bux and Wortman [2] using group actions on
trees and also by Krstić and McCool [5] by more elementary group theoretic means. In
fact, any subgroup of GL2.ZŒt; t

�1�/ containing the subgroup of elementary matrices
is not finitely presented.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 Consider the map

� W SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/! SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�/

induced by the map ZŒt; t�1�! F2Œt; t
�1� which reduces coefficients modulo 2. To

prove the result, it suffices to show that the image of

��W H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�/IZ/!H2.SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�/IZ/

is not finitely generated.

Consider the commutative diagram of Mayer–Vietoris sequences

H2.P IZ/ //

��

H2.SL2.ZŒt �/IZ/˚H2.SL2.ZŒt �/IZ/ //

��

H2.SL2.ZŒt; t�1�/IZ/

��
H2.�.F2/IZ/ // H2.SL2.F2Œt �/IZ/˚H2.SL2.F2Œt �/IZ/ // H2.SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�/IZ/

The author provided a partial calculation of the homology of SL2.ZŒt �/ and SL2.F2Œt �/

in [4]. We must refine those, however, to prove the result.

For a ring R denote by B.R/ the group of invertible upper-triangular matrices over R.
We have an amalgamated free product decomposition

E2.ZŒt �/Š SL2.Z/�B.Z/B.ZŒt �/

which yields a short exact sequence, for all i � 1,

0!Hi.B.Z//!Hi.SL2.Z//˚Hi.B.ZŒt �//!Hi.E2.ZŒt �//! 0:

The homology of B.Z/ is easily calculated using the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre (LHS)
spectral sequence associated to the extension

0! Z! B.Z/! Z�! 1I

the result is

Hi.B.Z//Š

8̂<̂
:

Z i D 0

Z˚Z2 i D 1

Z2 i � 2:

The homology of B.ZŒt �/ is a bit more complicated. Again, we consider the LHS
spectral sequence associated to the extension

0! tZŒt �! B.ZŒt �/
tD0
��! B.Z/! 1:

This sequence has E2 –term equal to

E2
p;q DHp.B.Z/;Hq.tZŒt �//DHp.B.Z//˝Hq.tZŒt �/;
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the latter equality following from the fact that B.Z/ acts trivially on tZŒt �. The
lower-left corner of this looks as follows:V2

tZŒt �
tZŒt � tZŒt �˚Z2˝ tZŒt � Z2˝ tZŒt �

Z Z˚Z2 Z2

Since the group E2
2;1
D Z2˝ tZŒt � is torsion, and E2

0;2
D
V2

tZŒt � is torsion-free,
the differential d2W E2

2;1
!E2

0;2
is the zero map, and since all differentials coming

from the bottom row vanish (since the extension is split), the lower-left corner of the
E2 –term is that of E1 . It follows that

H2.B.ZŒt �//Š
^2

tZŒt �˚ tZŒt �˚ tF2Œt �˚Z2:

Putting this into the short exact sequence above yields

H2.E2.ZŒt �//Š
^2

tZŒt �˚ tZŒt �˚ tF2Œt �:

Now consider the same calculation for SL2.F2Œt �/Š SL2.F2/�B.F2/B.F2Œt �/. Since
F�

2
is the trivial group, we have B.F2/Š F2 . It follows that Hi.B.F2//DHi.F2/,

i � 0. For ease of computing the map on homology induced by the map E2.ZŒt �/!
SL2.F2Œt �/, we use the LHS spectral sequence associated to the extension

0! tF2Œt �! B.F2Œt �/
tD0
��! B.F2/! 1

to compute homology. We find that

H2.B.F2Œt �//Š
^2

tF2Œt �˚F2˝ tF2Œt �:

Putting this into the short exact sequence, we obtain

H2.SL2.F2Œt �//Š
^2

tF2Œt �˚F2˝ tF2Œt �:

Remark Note that the preceding calculations are really just spectral sequence pre-
sentations of the Künneth formula. Indeed, since the extensions used are split and the
actions of the quotients on the kernels are trivial, the groups B.Z/ and B.ZŒt �/ are
direct products of the factors involved. This implies the direct sum decompositions for
the H2 –groups, which would not follow automatically otherwise. We have presented
it this way, however, because of the necessary use of spectral sequences which follows.

The naturality of all the spectral sequences involved (or, equivalently, the naturality of
the Künneth formula) allows us to deduce that the homology homomorphism induced
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by E2.ZŒt �/! SL2.F2Œt �/ is as follows:

H2.E2.ZŒt �// D tZŒt �

mod 2

��

˚
V2

tZŒt �

mod 2
��

˚ tF2Œt �

��
H2.SL2.F2Œt �// D tF2Œt � ˚

V2
tF2Œt � ˚ 0

Since this map factors through H2.SL2.ZŒt �//, we conclude that H2.SL2.ZŒt �// is not
finitely generated. Denote by ui the image of the element t i 2 tZŒt ��H2.E2.ZŒt �//
in SL2.ZŒt �/, and by vjk the image of the element tj ^ tk 2

V2
tZŒt �. Then the ui

and vjk generate an infinitely generated subgroup of H2.SL2.ZŒt �//.

Let us now turn our attention to the computation of the homology of SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�/.

To this end, we must compute the homology of the group �.F2/ consisting of those
matrices in SL2.F2Œt �/ which are upper-triangular modulo t . We have the split extension

1!K.F2/! �.F2/
tD0
��! B.F2/! 1;

where K.F2/ consists of those matrices which are congruent to the identity modulo t .
Let C be the subgroup of K defined by

C D

(�
1 tp.t/

0 1

�
W p.t/ 2 F Œt �

)
:

For each s 2 P1.F /, set

m.s/D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
�

1 0

s 1

�
s ¤1�

0 1

1 0

�
s D1:

Then we have a free product decomposition (see eg Knudson [4])

K D �s2P1.F /m.s/C m.s/�1:

In the case of F D F2 , there are only three factors, corresponding to 0, 1 and 1, and
the homology of K decomposes as a direct sum of three copies of that of C , say

Hk.K/DM k
0 ˚M k

1 ˚M k
1;

where each M k
i DHk.C /. The LHS spectral sequence for computing the homology

of �.F2/ has E2 –term
E2

jk DHj .B.F2/;Hk.K//:
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To compute these terms, suppose k � 1 and note that we have another spectral sequence
with E2 –term

E2
pq DHp.F

�
2 ;Hq.F2;Hk.K///)HpCq.B.F2/;Hk.K//:

If p > 0, these terms vanish since F�
2

is the trivial group. When p D 0 we obtain

H0.F
�
2 ;Hq.F2;Hk.K///DHq.F2;Hk.K//D

(
Hq.F2;M

k
0
/ q > 0

M k
0
˚M k

1 q D 0;

the latter equality following from Shapiro’s Lemma, since the action of F2 on the
complement P1.F2/�f0g is transitive and the stabilizer of 1 is trivial, and F2 acts
trivially on M k

0
(for more details, see Knudson [3]). From this we deduce that

Hi.B.F2/;Hk.K//D

(
M k

0
˚M k

1 i D 0

Hi.F2/˝M k
0

i > 0:

Now, to calculate the low-dimensional homology of �.F2/, we return to the spectral
sequence:

M 2
0
˚M 2

1 F2˝M 2
0

M 1
0
˚M 1

1 F2˝M 1
0

0

Z F2 0

Since the differentials starting on the bottom row vanish, and no other differentials
affect E2

0;2
and E2

1;1
, we have the following

H2.�.F2//D 0˚F2˝M 1
0 ˚M 2

0 ˚M 2
1

D 0˚ tF2Œt �˚
^2

tF2Œt �˚
^2

tF2Œt �:

It remains to calculate the map H2.�.F2//!H2.SL2.F2Œt �//˚H2.SL2.F2Œt �// in
the Mayer–Vietoris sequence for computing H2.SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�//. The domain consists
of elements of the form .x;p^ q; r ^ s/ 2 tF2Œt �˚

V2
tF2Œt �˚

V2
tF2Œt �. The target

consists of two copies of H2.SL2.F2//˚ tF2Œt �˚
V2

tF2Œt �. Of course, one of these
copies is twisted by the isomorphism i2 , and H2.SL2.F2// D 0. Taking this into
account the map in question is

.x;p^ q; r ^ s/ 7! .x;p^ qC r ^ s;x;p^ qC t r ^ ts/:

It follows that H2.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�// is not finitely generated (a fact proved by Stuh-

ler [8]), and that the image of the map

H2.SL2.F2Œt �//˚H2.SL2.F2Œt �//!H2.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�//
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contains a copy of
tF2Œt �˚ tF2Œt � = f.x;x/ W x 2 tF2Œt �g;

which is not finitely generated.

Finally, consider the commutative diagram:

H2.SL2.ZŒt �//˚H2.SL2.ZŒt �// //

��

H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�//

��

��
H2.SL2.F2Œt �//˚H2.SL2.F2Œt �// // H2.SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�//

We have the elements ui 2H2.SL2.ZŒt �// which map to t i 2 tF2Œt ��H2.SL2.F2Œt �//.
Let ˛i be the image of ui in H2.SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�// under the map induced by the
inclusion i1W SL2.ZŒt �/!H . Then the ˛i map to a non-finitely generated subgroup
of H2.SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�//. It follows that the group H2.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�// is not finitely

generated.

4 Remarks

The proof of Theorem 3.1 suggests the following conjecture.

Conjecture 4.1 For all i � 2, Hi.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�// is not finitely generated.

With careful bookkeeping, it should be possible to compute Hi.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�// for all

i � 1. The spectral sequences for computing Hi.SL2.F2Œt �// are rather complicated,
though, and one suspects it would be a tedious calculation. The same is true for
E2.ZŒt �/. Still, it is evident that all the pieces are not finitely generated and so one
suspects the same is true for Hi.SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�// and Hi.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�//.

The argument breaks down for i D 1, however. We have a commutative diagram:

H1.P / //

��

H1.SL2.ZŒt �//˚H1.SL2.ZŒt �// //

��

H1.SL2.ZŒt; t
�1�// //

��

0

H1.�.F2// // H1.SL2.F2Œt �//˚H1.SL2.F2Œt �// // H1.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�// // 0

The bottom row is

0! F2Œt �˚ tF2Œt �!H1.SL2.F2//˚F2Œt �˚H1.SL2.F2//˚F2Œt �

!H1.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�//! 0
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and so H1.SL2.F2Œt; t
�1�// is finitely generated (indeed, the group SL2.F2Œt; t

�1�/ is
finitely generated). In [4], the author showed that H1.SL2.ZŒt �// contains an infinite
rank free abelian group orthogonal to the image of H1.E2.ZŒt �// (which is also not
finitely generated). Also, the group P fits into a sequence

1! U ! P
tD0
��! B.Z/! 1

with U �K D �s2P1.Q/m.s/C m.s/�1:

The Kuroš Subgroup Theorem [6] implies that U is also a free product of subgroups
of the m.s/C m.s/�1 and a free group. This calculation seems hopelessly complicated,
however, and so we leave the question of the finite generation of H1.SL2.ZŒt; t

�1�//

unanswered.
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